Caffeine & Sport Performance
Introduction
Research on the physiological effects of caffeine to human sport performance is
extensive. In fact, investigations continue to emerge that serve to describe and
expand existing science. Caffeine research in specific areas of interest, such as
endurance, strength, team sport, recovery and hydration is vast and at times,
conflicting. Therefore, the intention of this newsletter is to summarize & highlight
the scientific literature, and effectively guide researchers, practitioners, coaches,
parents, and athletes on the most suitable and efficient means to apply caffeine
supplementation to mode of exercise, intensity and duration.

Caffeine & Mechanism of Action
To understand the effect of caffeine supplementation in its entirety it is necessary
to discuss its chemical natures and how the compound is physiologically
absorbed
into the body.

Special points of
interest:
• Major sources of caffeine
such as tea, coffee, chocolate
and cola drinks typically
provide between 30-100mg
of caffeine per serving
• Some prescription
medication can contain up to
200mg of caffeine per tablet
• On 1 January 2004,
caffeine was removed
from the WADA prohibited
list, allowing competitive
athletes to consume caffeine

Caffeine is quickly absorbed through the gastrointestinal tract and moves
through cellular membranes with the same efficiency that it is absorbed and
circulated
to tissue. Caffeine is metabolized by the liver and through enzymatic
action results in 3 metabolites:
• Paraxanthine
• Theophylline
• Theobromine
Elevated levels can appear in the bloodstream within 15-45 minutes of
consumption
and peak concentrations are evident one hour post ingestion. Due to its lipid
solubility, caffeine also crosses the blood-brain barrier without difficulty.
Meanwhile, caffeine and its metabolites are excreted via the kidneys, with
approximately 3-10% expelled from the body unaltered in urine. Based on tissue
uptake and urinary clearance circulating concentrations are decreased by 5075% within 3-6 hours of consumption. Thus, clearance from the bloodstream is
equivalent to the rate at which caffeine is absorbed and metabolized.
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How Does Caffeine Work?
Multiple mechanisms have been
proposed to explain the effects
of caffeine supplementation
on sport performance.

are enhanced during exercise
and their analgesic properties
may lead to a decrease in pain
perception

Caffeine acts via 6 possible
mechanisms:

5. Alterations - caffeine
may result in alterations in
neuromuscular function and/or
skeletal muscular contraction.
Moderate doses of caffeine
enhances both isometric leg
extension strength as well
as time to fatigue during a
submaximal isometric leg
extension.

1. Neural Stimulation - ”Because
caffeine crosses the membranes
of nerve and muscle cells, its
effects may be more neural than
muscular”
2. Central Nervous System (CNS)
3. Fuel Utilization - caffeine can
affect substrate utilization during
exercise. Research suggests that
during exercise caffeine acts to
decrease reliance on glycogen
utilization (stored carbohydrates
/ sugars) and increase
dependence on free fatty acids
(fats).
4. β-Endorphins - It has been
established that plasma
endorphin concentrations

caffeine acts on the central
nervous system as an adenosine
antagonist, but may also have an
effect on substrate metabolism
and neuromuscular function.
Caffeine supplementation can
improve sport performance but
this is dependent upon various
factors including, but not limited
to, the condition of the athlete,
exercise (i.e. mode, intensity
and duration) and dose of
caffeine .

6. Thermogenic response
- caffeine consumption
also promotes a significant
thermogenic response - this
refers to an increase in energy
expenditure.
Overall the findings of research
studies involving caffeine
supplementation and physical
performance indicate a
combined effect on both the
central and peripheral systems.
Therefore, it is possible that
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“There is just so much
data on this that it’s
unbelievable. It’s just
unmistakable that
caffeine improves
performance. It’s been
proved in wellrespected labs in
multiple places
around the world”

Caffeine content of common foods & drinks
Food or Drink

Serving Size

Caffeine Content (mg)

Instant Coffee
Brewed Coffee
Tea
Iced Tea
Hot Chocolate
Milk Chocolate
Dark Chocolate
Coca Cola
Pepsi Cola
Red Bull Energy Drink
Gu Caffeinated sports gel

250ml cup
250ml cup
250ml cup
600ml bottle
250ml cup
60g
60g
375ml can
375ml can
250ml can
32g sachet

60
80
27
20-40
5-10
5-15
10-50
49
40
80
20

Caffeine & Hydration
We’ve all heard the warning: Coffee has a diuretic
effect, is dehydrating, and doesn’t count as a fluid
replacer. While once deemed true,
we now know differently.
The truth is, a moderate intake of coffee, cola and
other caffeinated beverages does count towards
fluid needs—particularly if you’re accustomed to
consuming caffeine on a daily basis. Given that
about 80% of Americans drink coffee, and the
average intake is about 200mg
caffeine / day (3mg/kg), most athletes are familiar
with caffeine’s benefits of heightened alertness
and performance.

The US military is intensely interested in the
physiological effects of caffeine on hydration.
In a study, using subjects who habitually
consumed a relatively low amount of caffeine
(100mg/day), they found no detrimental effects
of caffeine on 24-hr urine volume (Armstrong,
2005). By day’s end, the urine losses were similar
whether the person consumed
no caffeine or a high dose.
How did the myth start? The initial studies looked
at urine collection just 2-4 hrs after caffeine
consumption, didn’t compare coffee to water, or
used a very high dose of caffeine.
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Caffeine: Form, Dose & Endurance Exercise
Various methods of caffeine supplementation
have been explored and results have provided
considerable insight into appropriate form
and dosage of the compound. One of the
most acknowledged studies by Graham et al.
demonstrated a range of effects when caffeine
(4.45mg/kg) was consumed in varying forms.
In the study, aerobically conditioned runners
performed 5 treadmill runs to exhaustion at
approximately 85%V’O2max after receiving one
of the following treatments 60min prior: (1)
caffeine capsules + water (2) regular coffee (3)
decaffeinated coffee (4) decaffeinated coffee plus
caffeine capsule & (5) placebo. Caffeine capsules
significantly increased work capacity allowing
them to run an additional 2-3km, as compared to
the other 4 treatments.
Wiles et al. examined the effects of 3g of coffee
(150-200mg caffeine) on treadmill running time.
This form and dose was used to mimic real life
habits of an athlete prior to competition. Subjects
performed a 1500m-treadmill time trial. 10
Long distance athletes also completed a 2nd
protocol designed to simulate a ‘finishing burst’ of
approximately 400m. In addition, 6 subjects also
completed a 3rd protocol to investigate the effect
of caffeinated coffee on sustained high-intensity
exercise. Results indicated a 4.2s faster run time

for the caffeinated coffee treatment, as compared
to the decaffeinated coffee. For the ‘final burst’
simulation, all 10 subjects achieved significantly
faster run speeds with the ingestion of caffeinated
coffee. Finally, during the sustained high-intensity
exercise, 8 of the 10 subjects had increased V’O2
values.
It is apparent that consuming an anhydrous form
of caffeine (i.e. capsules) as compared to coffee,
prior to athletic competition would be more
advantageous forenhancing sport performance.
Nevertheless, the
form of supplementation is not the only factor to
consider as appropriate dosage is also a necessary
variable.
It is suggested that a lowmoderate dose of
caffeine between 3-6mg/kg appears to be
sufficient for enhancing performance in a maximal
sustained endurance effort.
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At higher levels of intake, caffeine has the
potential to cause increases in heart rate,
impairments or alterations of fine motor
control & technique, and may interfere with
recovery & sleep patterns. These concerns
add to the importance of finding the lowest
effective dose of caffeine that can be used to
achieve a performance enhancement.

Caffeine: High Intensity & Team Sport Exercise
It is evident that caffeine supplementation
provides an ergogenic response for sustained
aerobic efforts in moderate-to-highly trained
endurance athletes. The research is more varied,
however, when pertaining to bursts of highintensity maximal efforts.
Team sport performance, such as soccer, hockey,
netball or rugby and sports like tennis and squash
involves a period of prolonged duration with
intermittent bouts of high intensity playing time.

For these types of sport it is apparent that
moderate caffeine supplementation in the range
of 4-6 mg/kg can be advantageous, but only in
trained athletes. The training and conditioning of
these athletes may result in specific physiological
adaptations which, in combination with caffeine
supplementation, may lead to performance
enhancement, or the variability in performance
of untrained subjects may mask the effect of the
caffeine

Caffeine, Carbohydrate & Recovery
Recently, the combination of caffeine and carbohydrate has been examined as a potential means to
enhance recovery by increasing the rate of glycogen synthesis after exercise (storage of carbohydrates for
energy).
Through research is was determined that caffeine is not detrimental to glycogen repletion, and in
combination with carbohydrate may actually act to enhance synthesis in the recovery phase of exercise.
From a practical standpoint, however, it should be considered that most athletes would choose to
supplement with caffeine prior to competition for the purpose of enhancing performance. Moreover,
clearance of caffeine in the bloodstream occurs between 3-6 hours and may extent beyond that time point
depending on the individual. Therefore, caffeine consumption pre- and post-exercise would have to be
precisely timed so as not to interrupt sleep patterns of the athlete, which in itself could negatively affect
overall recovery.
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CAFFEINE & KIDS
Most parent’s wouldn’t dream of giving their kids
a mug of coffee, but might routinely serve soft
drinks containing caffeine. Foods and drinks with
caffeine are everywhere, but it’s wise to keep
caffeine consumption to a minimum, especially in
younger kids.
The Canadian guidelines recommend that
preschoolers get no more than 45 mg of caffeine
per day. That is equivalent to the average amount
of caffeine found in a 375ml can of soda or a 45g
milk chocolate bar.
A stimulant that affects kids and adults similarly,
caffeine is a drug that’s naturally produced in
the leaves and seeds of many plants. Caffeine is
also made artificially and added to certain foods.
Caffeine is defined as a drug because it stimulates
the central nervous system. At lower levels, it can
make people feel more alert and energetic.
Especially in young kids, it doesn’t take a lot of
caffeine to produce these effects.
However, too much caffeine can cause:
· Jitteriness & nervousness
· Upset stomach
· Headaches
· Difficulty concentrating
· Difficulty sleeping
· Increased heart rate
· Increased blood pressure

Other reasons to limit kids’ caffeine consumption
include:
• Kids who consume one or more 375ml 		
sweetened soft drink per day are 60% more
likely to be obese
• Not only do caffeinated beverages contain
empty calories, but kids who fill up on them
don’t get the vitamins and minerals they need
from healthy sources, putting them at risk for
nutritional deficiencies. In particular kids who
drink too much soda may miss getting the
calcium they need from milk to build strong
bones and teeth.
• Drinking too much sweetened caffeinated drinks
could lead to dental cavities.
• Abruptly stopping caffeine may cause
withdrawal symptoms (headaches, muscle
aches, temporary depression, and irritability),
especially for those who are used to consuming
a fair amount.
• Caffeine can aggravate heart problems or 		
nervous disorders, and some kids may not be
aware that they’re at risk
One thing caffeine doesn’t do is stunt growth.
Although scientists once worried that caffeine
could hinder growth, this isn’t supported by
research.
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